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ABSTRACT 

Simulation modeling methodology research and simulation 
analysis methodology research have evolved into two near-
ly separate fields. In this paper, ways are shown how simu-
lation might benefit from modeling and analysis becoming 
more closely integrated. The thesis of this paper is that si-
mulation analysis and simulation modeling methodologies, 
considered together, will result in important advancements 
in both. Some examples demonstrate how dramatically 
more efficient discrete event simulation models can be de-
signed for specific analytical purposes, which in turn en-
able more powerful analytical procedures that can exploit 
the special structures of these models. A series of increas-
ingly difficult analytical problems, and models designed to 
solve them, are considered: starting with simple perform-
ance estimation, and progressing to dynamic multiple mo-
ment response surface meta-modeling. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Simulation modeling and simulation analysis have di-
verged. Most university courses and textbooks focus main-
ly on either simulation modeling or on simulation analysis. 
Undergraduate simulation courses are primarily software-
based, where the modeling approach and analysis are lim-
ited by the language used. On the other hand, many ad-
vanced PhD simulation courses are essentially model free. 
(“Graduate students should be able learn a simulation lan-
guage on their own.”) At major conferences, simulation 
modeling and analysis tend to have distinct, conflicting 
tracks with little overlap in the participants. There are even 
distinct conferences focusing on one aspect of simulation 
or the other. See, for examples, the Simulation Solutions 
Conferences, <www.simsol.org>, and the I-SIM con-
ference, <www.insead.edu/issrw/>. 
 In simulation analysis research papers, there is the 
implication that the data are generated by an actual simula-
tion program. Other than tacitly presuming simulations can 

produce arbitrary, unlimited amounts of relatively cheap 
data, little further consideration is given to the details of  
the simulation model’s design or to the computer program 
that would be supplying the data. The work required to 
produce the output used in a simulation analysis procedure 
is typically measured only coarsely by sample size: the 
number of replications, number of observations in a run, 
number of regenerative cycles, etc.  
 Simulation modeling decisions can play a significant 
role in the performance of analytical procedures. How a 
simulation model is designed and coded can enable, in-
hibit, or even invalidate analytical procedures and meth-
odology research results.  
 Computer simulation is among the most widely used 
engineering and scientific methodologies; however, much 
of simulation’s use is in qualitative applications involving 
animations, graphics, and “what-if” scenario studies. De-
veloping quantitative analysis methodologies, explicitly in 
the context of discrete event simulation models, presents 
new opportunities for meaningful research and more effi-
cient modeling.  
 This paper is motivated in part by a long-term concern 
among simulation analysis researchers that new method-
ologies have not been widely applied in practice. More 
compelling demonstrations are needed on the value of new 
simulation analysis methodologies to simulation software 
vendors who control the adoption of simulation analysis 
research results. 

 There have been numerous sessions at national con-
ferences on the disconnection between simulation research 
and simulation practice. Two such panels, a decade apart, 
are (Glynn. et. al. 1995) and (Andradottir et. al. 2005).  As 
expected from the earlier panel, the direction of discrete 
event simulation software development has been on ani-
mation at the expense of analysis. Excellent insight into 
simulation software development is in the recent paper by 
Pidd and Carvalho (Pidd and Carvalho 2006) where they 
coin the phrase “package bloat”, to describe modern com-
mercial simulation/animation software products.  
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2 THREE MODELS 

Three G/G/s simulation models with different analytical 
properties are used to provide the context for this paper. 
These models are defined using the language of Event Re-
lationship Graphs (ERGs) (Schruben 1983). ERGs are con-
cise, completely general abstractions of causality in sto-
chastic discrete event system models that are independent 
of any particular simulation language or modeling “world 
view” (Savage et. al. 2005). Each node in an ERG simula-
tion model represents the state changes that might happen 
when an event occurs. Directional arcs in an ERG explic-
itly specify at what times and under what conditions an 
event might cause another event to occur.  

2.1 Modeling the Q(t) process 

A simulation model for the number of jobs in a G/G/s sys-
tem at time t, Q(t), is shown in Figure 1. This model will 
be referred to as ERG_1. 

 

{Q++} {Q- -} 

 
 

Figure 1: ERG_1 for the Q(t) process of a G/G/s system 
 

Figure 1 uses a simplified ERG notation where bold 
arcs represent time delays between event executions, and 
thin arcs (none are used here) will represent instantaneous 
conditional event sequences (Law 2006). In Figure 1, the 
event node on the left increments Q(t) when a job enters 
the system and the event node on the right decrements Q(t) 
when a job finishes. In this simple model, the two event 
nodes are labeled with their state changes. (C/Java/Matlab 
syntax is used throughout this paper.)   

Simulation model ERG_1 is small and fast. The sys-
tem state is the single integer, Q. More importantly, the ex-
ecution speed of ERG_1 is insensitive to queue congestion; 
the model runs at the same speed if the system has 10 jobs 
or 10 million jobs. However, the execution speed of 
ERG_1 slows inversely with the number of busy servers. 
The simulation model, ERG_1, is appropriate for simulat-
ing the Q(t) process with non-stationary, heavy, or unstable 
traffic.  

2.2 An alternative Q(t) model 

Several simulation texts present ERG_2 in Figure 2 as an 
alternative simulation model for a G/G/s queue process 
Q(t) (Seila, et. al. 2003, Law 2006).  Figure 2 does not use 
the ERG shorthand in Figure 1, but fully specifies the rela-
tionships among the three events and two difference equa-
tions in this discrete event simulation model, including de-
lay times and arc conditions (/) that must be true to 
schedule events. An initial value of Q (here assumed zero) 
along with the input processes {tA = interarrival times} and 
{tS = service times} are a complete description of the dy-
namic behavior for this simulated system. 

  

 
 

Figure 2: ERG_2 for the Q(t) process of a G/G/s system 
(tA and tS are the interrival and service time input proc-
esses) 

 
It is generally accepted that the Start service event in 

ERG_2 is worse than superfluous. It does not change Q(t), 
but requires the scheduling and execution of a another 
event for every job in a run. ERG_1 and ERG_2 are be-
haviorally equivalent for Q(t), but ERG_2 is slower 
(Schruben and Yücesan 1992). However, ERG_2 is struc-
turally different from ERG_2 and has an analytical advan-
tage over ERG_1 for studying job delays.  

2.3 Modeling job delays, {Di} 

An important weakness in simulation model ERG_1 is that 
it does not simulate the job delay process, {Di}. Simulat-
ing job delays usually requires much more work than si-
mulating Q(t). This is because information on job delays is 
typically recorded and stored for an interval of time, while 
queue sizes can be observed instantaneously.   
 ERG_1 is easily modified to simulate job delays di-
rectly using a conventional priority queue abstract data 
type with operations INSERT (here called PUT) and 
DELETEMIN (here called GET) (Aho, et. al. 1985).  The 
PUT operation records job arrival times and the GET op-
eration computes each job’s waiting time. PUT and GET 
are implemented here using functions that always return a 
value of 1, so the Q(t) process is identical to that for 
ERG_1. The resulting model, ERG_3, simulates both Q(t) 
and {Di}  and is shown in Figure 3.   

 

{Q++} {Q- -} 

Start Finish Arrival tA 

tS (Q ≤ s)
/ 

(Q ≥ s) 
/ 
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Figure 3: ERG_3 for Q(t) and {Di} of a G/G/s system 
 

The execution speed of simulation model ERG_3 is, unfor-
tunately, now sensitive to the number of jobs in the system 
as well as the number of busy servers. Implementations of 
ERG_1 and ERG_3 in Arena show that ERG_3 can take 
several orders of magnitude longer to simulate the same 
numbers of jobs than ERG_1. (ERG_1 was simulated in 
Arena by having jobs arriving to an empty queue become a 
server (an Arena resource) for the duration of the busy pe-
riod. Jobs joining a queue are simply counted and dis-
carded.) A simple experiment to illustrate this is to have a 
huge batch of arrivals such as might occur at a hospital af-
ter a massive disaster, a denial of service attack (or sud-
denly popularity) of a web site, a produce harvest, or regu-
latory batch quarantine releases in a biopharmaceutical 
supply chain. When the batch size was increased 60 fold, 
the run times increased 1,000 fold. Experiments were run 
using Arena (v. 11) Professional Edition on an AMD 
2700+ (2.16 gigahertz) processor with 512 megabytes of 
RAM. The runs were conducted at the High Speed setting 
in Arena. Arena is used here to illustrate the language in-
dependence of ERG models, any number of other lan-
guages could be used with similar results. 
 ERG_3 runs slowly for congested systems because it 
creates a record for each job. This is how most commercial 
software languages work. (For examples, see the AutoMod 
User's Manual v 10.0, Brooks Automation (2001), Chelms-
ford, MA; Harrell, Charles R., Royce Bowden, and Birman 
K Ghosh, (2004) Simulation Using Promodel with CD 
ROM, McGraw-Hill Professional; or Kelton, W. David, 
Randall P. Sadowski, and David T. Sturrock (2003), Simu-
lation with Arena, McGraw-Hill Professional.) 
 This approach is popular with simulation software 
largely because it maps directly into an animation – the ob-
jects that move on the screen during an animation are the 
active entities in the simulation code. Fast execution is crit-
ical to a simulation model being of practical analytical val-
ue in experimenting with highly-congested systems. Ani-
mation is not free.  

2.4 Practical relevance  

Before continuing, we note that the methods to be pre-
sented later in this paper apply to considerably more realis-
tic simulation models than the simple ERGs used for illus-
tration. By adding only a single arc,  ERG_3 can enriched 

to model queueing networks of any size, processing any 
number of different classes of jobs (each having different 
routes, timing, and priorities) being served by any number 
and  types of parallel servers having multiple failure modes 
with variable-sized batched arrivals and services possible 
at each station. This is done using parametric event verti-
ces. The ERG models shown here should be considered as 
elements in a high-dimensional array of ERGs (see, for ex-
ample, Fig 7.8, p. 108 in (Schruben and Schruben 2006)).  
 Situations where the modeling methodologies to be 
presented can be applied include many interesting real ser-
vice, production, and communications systems such as call 
centers, transportation networks, semiconductor fabrication 
facilities, biopharmaceutical supply chains, and the inter-
net. A call center simulator using these methods was de-
veloped for a major bank that ran much faster than a com-
peting simulator. A simulation of an actual semiconductor 
fabrication plant used these modeling techniques to exe-
cute almost two orders of magnitude faster than the most 
popular simulation/animation software (Schruben and 
Roeder 2003). A validated biopharmaceutical production 
and supply chain simulator has recently been developed 
using these modeling methods that can simulate one year’s 
production in about a second on a laptop computer, again 
this is dramatically faster than any commercial simulator.   
 

3 ANALYTICAL SIMULATION MODELING 

In this section, four increasingly difficult analysis problems 
are considered to demonstrate how they might influence 
simulation model design. 

3.1 Indirect estimation of expected job delays 

If one is interested only in estimating the mean job delay, 
E[D], then it would appear better to run the much faster 
simulation model, ERG_1, to estimate E[Q] directly and 
then apply Little’s Law to estimate E[D]. However, the lit-
erature on the variance reduction technique of indirect es-
timation (IE) recommends just the opposite (Carson and 
Law 1980, Glynn and Whitt 1989). The recommendation 
in the literature is to run the slower simulation model, 
ERG_3, to estimate E[D] directly and indirectly estimate 
E[Q] via Little’s Law. This recommendation is based on 
the assumption that an equivalent amount of computation 
is required to simulate {Di} as Q(t).  
 Not considering different models, the mathematically 
possible variance reductions of IE are modest. Whereas 
accounting for the work done using different models, IE 
can increase variances dramatically. Furthermore, the ma-
thematical variance advantage of IE disappears for highly 
congested queues, while the efficiency of model ERG_1 
relative to model ERG_3 increases as congestion in-
creases. Most interesting queueing systems, at least occa-

{Q+=PUT} {Q-= GET} 
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sionally, become congested. This is an example of where 
the results from rigorous simulation analysis research, 
taken out of the simulation modeling context, are likely to 
be misleading most of the time.  

3.2 Direct estimation of job delay probabilities 

Assume one is interested in estimating more than the mean 
job delay. It is probably more realistic, particularly when 
simulating service systems, to be interested in estimating 
the probability that a job will be delayed less than some 
service performance standard. For a particular perform-
ance threshold, τ , this problem is to estimate the value of 
the cumulative distribution function of D at τ ,  

 
θ(τ ) = FD(τ ) = Prob{Di ≤ τ }. 

 
 Using the slower model, ERG_3, to simulate job de-
lays is the customary approach. The typical estimator of 
θ(τ ) is the average of indicators, [ ]iDI τ≤ (equal to one when 

Di≤τ and zero otherwise) 

[ ]1

1ˆ( ) .
i

n

Di
I

n τθ τ ≤=
= ∑  

Here n is the number of simulated jobs, perhaps after 
a warm up period.  

Since the process {Di} is converted into a sequence of 
indicator function values to estimate ( )θ τ , it is possible to 
save work by designing our simulation model to generate 

[ ]Di
I τ≤  directly.  

 If we assume that jobs are served in the order they ar-
rive, then simulating this delay indicator is easily done by 
adding another “superfluous” event to simulation model 
ERG_2. This new event simply counts the number of jobs 
that have arrived more than τ  time units before the current 
Start event.  This simulation model, ERG_4, is in Figure 4. 
 

 

Start LeaveEnter

Delay

τ

Start LeaveEnter

Delay

τ

 
 

 

Figure 4: ERG_4, implicit estimation of job delay 
 

At the time of each job Start event, if the count of Delay 
events is greater than the count of Start events, then we 

know that the job starting service has spent less than τ  
time waiting in line. Job arrival times do not need to be re-
corded and stored.  
 At first glance, it looks like simulation ERG_4 is 
merely using the master list of scheduled events to effec-
tively store the arrival times of each job. However, the De-
lay event in ERG_4 is implicit: it does not schedule any 
other events and does not change the system state; there-
fore, it is not essential that this event be either scheduled 
or executed. A technique for implementing implicit events 
in an actual large-scale semiconductor fabrication facility 
simulation was developed by Roeder, resulting in nearly 
two orders of magnitude faster model execution than their 
current simulation software (Roeder 2004).  

 The structural analytical advantage of model 
ERG_2 over ERG_1 mentioned earlier applies when mod-
eling parallel servers. If an implicit job delay counting 
event were added to model ERG_1 instead of ERG_2 in a 
multiple server simulation, there would be an error due to 
job overtaking. Overtaking occurs when jobs are depart in 
a different order than they arrived. One does not have to 
read very far in some queueing texts to see the complexity 
overtaking adds to queueing analysis (Baccelli and Bre-
maud 2003, page 1).  For FIFO queues, there is no over-
taking between the Delay and Start events in ERG_4 while 
a job waits in line.  

If more points on the probability distribution function 
for D are desired, (or there are different job priority 
classes, but FIFO within each class), then a parameterized 
set of implicit job delay events can be defined for a larger 
number of different arguments. 
 If the queueing discipline is not first-come-first-
served, then a “kanban” control can be implemented that 
limits the number of concurrent implicit job delay events 
“tagged” by kanbans to one. The Delay events and Start 
events corresponding to tagged jobs will then execute in 
the same sequence. Overtaking among the tagged jobs 
does not occur provided the job order in the queue will not 
change except at event times. This includes all the usual 
analytical queue model disciplines, but does not cover ex-
ternal queue reordering, say due to the exogenous chang-
ing some of the job due dates.  

3.3 Response surface meta-modeling 

If one wants to study the behavior of the expected delay 
over a range of different system parameters and factors, 
then fitting a meta-model to the average simulation re-
sponse surface is appropriate. The usual approach is to run 
some screening experiments followed by a more carefully 
designed experiment to estimate important effects and in-
teractions. The simulation outputs are then used to fit a re-
gression of the average response delay to the system pa-
rameter and factor values (Kleijnen 2008). Running a large 
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number of experiments covering a large factor space re-
quires a fast simulation.  

 Using conventional methodology, a fast model like 
ERG_1 might be appropriate for initial factor screening 
(using Little’s Law), while ERG_3 might be appropriate 
for the later, more refined experiments. If Response Sur-
face Methodology (RSM), or similar methods, are used for 
response optimization, then ERG_1 might be used for 
RSM-Phase I (where a coarse search is done using low-
resolution experimental designs to fit linear meta-models) 
and ERG_3 used for RSM-Phase II (where a higher-
resolution experiment is run to fit a higher-degree poly-
nomial meta-model in the neighborhood of a local opti-
mum) (Myers and Montgomery 2002).  

If the study goal is system ranking and selection using 
a 2-phase procedure, then a fast model like ERG_1 might 
be more effective for the first phase, while a slower run-
ning, but more informative model like ERG_3 might be 
better suited during the second phase. (Goldsman et. al. 
2002). A two-phase ranking and selection procedure be-
comes a 4-phase method when only two different models 
are considered. Different levels of model detail are also 
probably appropriate for the different candidate systems, 
depending on how likely they are to be among the eventual 
winners. The options grow as powers of the numbers of 
possible models. 

3.3.1 Embedding experiments into models 

Regardless of the purpose of the study, the simulation 
models are typically run sequentially. However, a simula-
tion model can be designed to replicate the entire experi-
ment simultaneously. To illustrate: consider a situation 
where one wants to choose the most efficient of four ser-
vice systems with, say, different numbers and/or types of 
servers. Figure 5 is an ERG that simulates all four systems 
simultaneously; all the events for all the systems are run 
concurrently on 4 integrated “copies” of ERG_1. 

 
 

Leave
(i)

Leave
(i)

Leave
(i)

Arrive

2

34

1

Leave
(i)

Leave
(i)

Leave
(i)

Leave
(i)

Arrive

2

34

1

Leave
(i)

 
 
 

Figure  5 : Single ERG of four competing systems 
(ERG_5) 

In ERG_5 all four systems share a common job arrival 
process, but each Leave(i) event is passed a different pa-
rameter value that identifies the system being modeled. 
Simulation model ERG_5 replicates a complete experi-
ment for all the competing systems. Perfect positive corre-
lation in the arrival processes is automatic since all sys-
tems have an identical arrival event. 

Extending this notion, any number of replicates of the 
full experimental design for any number of competing sys-
tems can be run simultaneously with a single ERG model. 
This is accomplished by using a second event parameter to 
identify the replicate to which an event belongs. The abil-
ity to control initialization bias in such a multiple-system, 
multiple-replicate ERG model is enhanced since the 
warm-up periods of all replicates are observable together 
rather than sequentially. 

A simulation model can also be used to adaptively de-
sign the experiment since the number of systems being 
considered does not need to be fixed throughout the run. 
New systems can enter or be dropped out of contention 
while the model is running. New event parameter values 
can be passed to sub-ERGs whenever any new system fac-
tors look promising, or old event parameter values can be 
discontinued when they no longer look competitive; all 
during a single run. 

Somewhat less obvious is that each candidate system 
in the experiment does not need to use the same time scale, 
nor do these time scales need to be constant during a run. 
Systems that are doing comparatively poorly can have their 
simulated time scales dilated and systems that are perform-
ing better can have their simulated time scales contracted. 
The result is that more CPU cycles are devoted to simulat-
ing the better performing systems than to simulating the 
losers (Schruben 1997). 

A detailed algorithm for implementing this methodol-
ogy is given in the PhD thesis by Paul Hyden (2003). 
There this approach is compared to some of the leading 
commercial simulation “optimizers” using the results of a 
production experiment reported by Law and McComas 
(2002). The results were dramatic. The full factorial time-
dilated ERGs obtained better answers with far fewer simu-
lated jobs. The “Cost of Decision” (using the costing in 
Law and McComas’s case study) for the time dilation 
ERG was more than an order of magnitude smaller than 
any of commercial competitors. At least an order of mag-
nitude fewer simulated parts were needed. A much better 
decision was made much faster. (Hyden and Schruben 
2000).  

A generalized implementation of this adaptive model 
design concept, using MATLAB, is outlined in Hyden’s 
PhD thesis cited earlier. Developing this into a practical 
general selection or response optimization procedure, per-
haps embedded within nested partitions (Shi, Chen, and 
Yucesan 1999) will require further research.  
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While considering the analytical purpose of a simula-

tion model generally enriches ranking and selection proce-
dures, it can also lead to simplifications. As shown with 
ERG_5, parametric models can simulate k different candi-
date systems simultaneously. This model design effec-
tively eliminates the cost of model switching that was 
studied in (Hong and Nelson 2005). Simultaneous Ranking 
and Selection procedures using integrated models of all the 
alternatives also warrents further research. 

3.3.2 Dynamic meta-modeling  

There are other analytical advantages to integrating the 
experimental design and analysis into a simulation model. 
A common reason for conducting a simulation study is to 
fit a response surface regression meta-model over different 
values of system factors. Simulation models can be spe-
cifically designed for this analytical purpose.  

 The usual approach to meta-modeling is to replicate 
simulation models sequentially at different input factor 
settings (called design points) in a designed experiment. A 
linear regression model is then fitted to the average re-
sponses and evaluated. If the precision or accuracy of the 
meta-model is felt to be insufficient, more simulation runs 
are made at perhaps augmented or abridged design points. 
The process is complicated by several problems: what de-
sign points should be simulated? how many replicates 
should be run at each design point? how long should each 
replicate be? how should each replicate be initialized? and 
what is an appropriate (not confounded) meta-model?  

When using an ERG model like ERG_5, which simul-
taneously replicates the entire experimental design, the 
output can be the meta-model itself – not just data that 
could be used later to fit and evaluate a meta-model.   

To be specific, assume a model like ERG_5 is used to 
simulate k different combinations of factor settings in a 
designed experiment with n observations taken at each fac-
tor setting, producing here the waiting times, Yi,j, for job i 
= 1,2,…n in system  j = 1,2,…k. The parameter estimators 
for linear regression meta-models are linear functions of 
the average responses at each design point. Since all the 
responses for all replications at all design points are ob-
served throughout a single run of the model, the output 
from the simulation can be the fitted meta-model parame-
ters.  

In general, a linear regression meta-model parameter, 
( p )β , is estimated as a linear weighting, say with weights 
( p )α , of the average responses at the k design points 

1 2 k(Y ,Y ,...,Y ) . Switching the order of the summations, 
this becomes 

   
j j

k k n n
( p ) ( p ) ( p ) ( p )

j i , j i
j 1 j 1 i 1 i 1

1 1ˆ ˆY Y
n n

β α α β
= = = =

= =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  

In the last equality, the estimator of the meta-model pa-
rameter is represented as its algebraic equivalent average 
of a time series of regression parameter estimates { ( p )

iβ̂ }, 

defined as 
i

k
( p ) ( p )

j i , j
j 1

ˆ Yβ α
=

= ∑ . The simulation output con-

sists of the time series of these parameter estimates 
{ ( p )

iβ̂ } for all of the meta-model parameters, which are 
updated continuously throughout the run.  

The weighted sum to estimate the ith meta-model pa-
rameter, ( p )

iβ̂ , requires values of the ith observation, ,i jY , 
for all k design points in the simultaneous simulation. One 
way to accomplish this is to store partial accumulations of 
incomplete weighted sums in reusable memory (say, dy-
namic arrays). These accumulators are initiated at the pace 
of the fastest of the k systems, but are completed at the rate 
of the slowest system. The active storage needed might be-
come significant if the systems in the simultaneous simula-
tion process jobs at very different speeds. However, candi-
date systems that make sense to be include in a 
simultaneous simulation model are presumably viable 
competitors or to cover a reasonably sized design space, so 
they might not be hugely different.   
 The key analytical advantages in this approach are 
that the accuracy and precision of the meta-model can be 
evaluated while the model is being run. In addition, the 
(perhaps intentionally induced) correlations among the pa-
rameter estimators can be estimated directly from the time 
series of meta-model parameter estimates using the me-
thod in (Schruben and Margolin 1978). Solving the prob-
lems of controlling initialization bias, determining run du-
rations, estimating correlations in the parameter 
estimators, and meta-model estimation can all take advan-
tage of the fact that a current, up to date, meta-model for 
the entire experiment is observable throughout a single 
run. 
 When the experiment is part of the simulation model, 
the design also can be changed during the run by adding or 
removing factor settings as noted earlier. Sir R. A. Fisher, 
the inventor of statistical experimental design, who is often 
quoted: “The best time to design an experiment is after 
you’ve run it.” might agree that the best time to design a 
simulation experiment is while you’re running it. 

3.4 Multiple-moment meta-models 

Perhaps one is not only interested in fitting a meta-model 
to the mean response, but also interested in meta-models 
for higher-order moments. For example, for robust queu-
ing system design, a meta-model for both the response 
mean and variance is required (Kleijnen, et. al. 2003, Go-
vind, et. al. 2004).  The direct approach is to create two 
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different regression response surface meta-models for the 
mean and the variance.  
 It may be possible to use a single simulation model 
that generates a single meta-model for multiple response 
moments. A simple example is given here to illustrate the 
approach.  

 Laplace transforms (as well as characteristic and 
moment-generating functions) may be potentially useful as 
simulation response surface meta-models. These functions 
provide not only mean responses, as do typical regression 
meta-models, but also higher other moments as functions 
of input parameter values. Laplace transforms can be sam-
pled directly with model, ERG_4, by allowing the delay 
times τ  to be random variables.  

 If the implicit job delay, τ , in ERG_4 is exponen-
tially distributed with different means, then it is possible to 
generate samples of the Laplace transform of the delay 
probability distributions directly. Observe that the Laplace 
transform for the job delay probability distribution, ƒD, is 
equal to the probability that a job delay, D, is less than an 
independent exponential random variable, X(τ ) with mean 
1/τ . 

D D
0

D xL ( ) E[ e ] e f ( x )dx

Pr{ D X ( )}.

τ ττ

τ

∞
− −

= ≤

∫  

  
ERG_4, with exponential delays, can be used to generate 
the indicator function values directly that can be used to 
estimate the Laplace transform for the delay times for a 
G/G/s queue with parameters, say, ( , ,s, )λ μ … . The fit-
ted, or estimated Laplace transform of, 

DL (  : , ,s )τ λ μ … ,  might then be used as a response 
surface meta-model for queueing system delay moments 
as a function of the input parameters, ( , ,sλ μ … ).  Of 
course, different values of τ could be run simultaneously 
as in ERG_5.  
 A small experiment with an M/M/1 queue illustrates 
how an estimated Laplace transform might be generated 
by ERG_4. Kanban job tagging discussed earlier to pre-
vent overtaking is necessary here. In this example, the 
mean service time is 1 and the average arrival rate is 0.9. 
Kanbans are generated according to a Poisson (rate .1) 
process (sampling the time-average queue by appealing to 
the PASTA principle (Wolff 1989)). These kanbans were 
used to tag the next arrival only if no jobs in the queue are 
already tagged, to avoid the possibility of job overtaking. 
Empirically, a small bias seemed to be present possibly 
because it is overly likely that kanbans will tag the first 
customer in each busy period or may tag too few custom-
ers when congestion is high. Kanbans that arrived while 
the server was idle were discarded to reduce this potential 
for their biasing the output data. Research is needed before 

recommending a job tagging strategy that exploits the 
trade-offs between a higher tagging frequency, improving 
estimator precision, and the increased risk of job overtak-
ing, which would reduce estimator accuracy.   
 Eight independently-seeded replicates were run at each 
of 12 different exponential delays (τ  is replaced by X(τ ) in 
ERG_4).  Each replicate had an expected number of 
100000 tagged jobs after an arbitrary warm-up period of 50 
jobs. The estimated Laplace transform appears in Figure 6 
and closely matches the plotted true Laplace transform for 
job delays. 

We can design any simulation model to generate con-
sistent empirical Laplace transform estimates directly for 
all (in the limit) values of its argument simultaneously. 
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Figure 6: Sampled (using ERG_4) and known Laplace 
transforms for M/M/1 queue delays 
 
The Laplace transform of the density function of any non-
negative random variable, D, is the complimentary distri-
bution function of the random variable, X/D, where X is a 
standard (mean equal to one) exponential random variable.   
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The most common estimator is the complementary empiri-
cal distribution function, which is an average of indicator 
functions. The estimator of LD(τ ) for argument τ  is then 

i i

n

D
i 1

[ X ( D ) ]

1
L̂ ( ) I

n ττ
=

>= ∑ . 

In general, any simulation that can generate samples of any 
non-negative random variable, D, can generate samples of 
exponentials with random means D, as X/D. As in Section 
3.2, each simulated job thus generates the indicator func-
tion used in the empirical Laplace transform estimator 

DL̂ ( )τ  at all values of τ  simultaneously.   
 To illustrate, three independently seeded replications 
of ERG_3, augmented to output the randomized Laplace 
transform argument Si were made (with no warm up pe-
riod). The empirical complimentary distribution functions 
of S for these runs are plotted along with the true theoreti-
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cal Laplace transforms in Figure 7 at two different traffic 
intensities. 
 Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 7 shows that the ran-
domized argument approach produced as good or better re-
sults than the direct (kanban) Laplace transform estimation 
method. Furthermore, the number of jobs simulated was 
vastly reduced. The directly estimated Laplace transforms 
at 12 specific argument values in Figure 6 required more 
than 1.2 million tagged jobs. The randomized Laplace ar-
gument estimates in Figure 7 used only 50 thousand total 
jobs to provide estimates over the full range of observed 
argument values.  Here the direct job tracking model, 
ERG_3, required dramatically fewer simulated jobs than 
the faster but less informative ERG_4 model.  
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Fig. 7: Empirical Compliment CDFs of the Laplace trans-
form for an M/M/1 queue (with their theoretical values) at 
ρ=.7 and .9 
 
 Some possible uses for multiple moment meta-models 
include controlling run initialization bias - by testing when 
the slopes of (simultaneously) replicated samples of the 
empirical Laplace transforms are close - and obtaining 
moment estimates needed for interval estimators.  It might 
also be reasonable to estimate the gradient of a response 
with respect to its system parameters using mixed partial 
derivatives of fitted multiple-moment meta-models. First 
the slopes of the multiple-moment meta-models with re-
spect to τ is estimated at zero, and used to fit the mean re-
sponse as a function of the system parameters. The slopes 
of these fitted slopes can in turn be estimated with respect 
to one or more of the other system parameters to estimate 
the derivatives of the response. 
 More study of multiple-moment meta-models would 
need to be done before recommending using them in prac-
tice. The point here is merely to illustrate how simulation 
models that are both fast and effective might be designed 
to generate a particular analytical output directly, not nec-
essarily to recommend doing so. Research would be 
needed on designing experiments and estimators for the 
different types of multiple-moment meta-models, and to 

develop algorithms for using them in practical simulation 
studies. 

4 SUMMARY 

The analytical properties of a simulation model may 
make the difference between a successful study and an 
inconclusive one. Simulation analysis methodologies that 
explicitly exploit the trade-offs in different levels of ab-
straction, control of uncertainty and time, and explicit 
causality in simulation models could produce better re-
sults. The potential of simulation models that design their 
own experiments and analysis while they are running is 
huge. Synergies between simulation modeling research 
and simulation analysis research, like those suggested in 
this article, could lead to significant advances in both.  
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